CERTIFICATION

Why Certification Matters
More an opportunity to educate than a hurdle to meet a project requirement.
BY MIKE MURRAY AND LUKE M. SNELL EVERYONE
WANTS A high-quality concrete slab. But
sometimes the owner, architect/engineer,
or specifier will question why a certified
flatwork finisher is a necessary part of
achieving that if it means having to pay a
little extra. And when certified finishers
are required on a project, many concrete
contractors have been frustrated to send
expert finishers to certification programs
only to have them fail the written exam.
Today, though, the American
Concrete Institute, through its Craftsman

Certification Committee (C640) has
established three levels of certification to
satisfy every need:
• Flatwork Tradesman: Requires
demonstration of hand skills but
no written exam; this program is
approved but still being finished.
• Flatwork Finisher: Requires work
experience and written exam;
Flatwork Technician only requires
passing the written exam (no work
experience).
• Commercial/Industrial Flatwork

Finisher: Requires certification
as a Flatwork Finisher plus work
experience in high-tolerance floor
construction and demonstrated skill
in operating mechanized finishing
equipment.
Bryan Birdwell, current chairman of
ACI Committee C640, and Concrete Slab
& Paving Consultant with Structural
Services Inc., says “These certifications
not only assist the contractor and the
product he delivers but qualifies the
products and implementation for the
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end-user. The certification programs
raise the bar of concrete education from
the apprentice (technician level) to the
journeyman (finisher level). The new
Tradesman program really helps because
so many of our workforce have no formal
education but they perform great work
day in and day out.”
Below, a certified finisher and a
long-time examiner tell why they feel
certification is important.

A Finisher’s Experience:
Mike Murray
“I’ve been finishing concrete for years,
so why should I waste time and money
getting certified?” Replies like this are
often heard when concrete finishers
are asked to consider participating
in a training or certification program
to improve and demonstrate their
knowledge and skill. As a concrete
finisher, I first heard about ACI Concrete
Flatwork Finisher certification from my
ready-mix supplier more than 25 years
ago, when they asked me to consider
getting certified. I took that not as a
knock on my ability, but as a vote of
confidence that they believed I had
the capacity to learn more about the
product I used to make a living, improve
my skills, and help produce betterperforming projects.
When I began studying the CP-10,
ACI Craftsman Certification Workbook,
it became clear that I had been
emphasizing to my employees how to
make the concrete we were placing and
finishing look good, but not doing things
we could do to make sure it would be
durable. For the next two weeks I studied
at night, then walked into an engineer’s
office to do something I had not done in
years—take an exam. I felt intimidated
as I sat down and was given a #2 pencil
and instructions from the examiner. All
the while, I kept saying to myself, “This
is worth my time and effort even if other
finishers think it’s silly.”
When the exam was over, I gave it to
the examiner who told me I would get
the results in a couple of weeks. Weeks
passed and, sure enough, an envelope
arrived. To my relief, I passed! I didn’t

know everything in the book, but I did
learn a lot about concrete, the math
you need to be able to perform in our
industry, and even the proper names
of tools and equipment. I then began to
instruct my employees to share what I
had learned and improve my company’s
performance.
I could provide a long list of things I
used to do to make concrete placement
and finishing easy. But the ACI Concrete
Flatwork Finisher certification process
made me realize the importance of doing
the things required to produce a durable
concrete project, and not to just make it
“pretty” or easy to place.
I didn’t get flooded with phone calls
promising more money because I’m
certified, but I did become a better
finisher and had fewer issues and
callbacks on my projects because my
knowledge and skills helped me to
avoid creating problems. I have built
my reputation for doing good work on
that knowledge and skill, so it turns out
getting certified was time, effort, and
money well spent.

An Examiner’s Perspective,
Luke M. Snell
A call from a contractor comes in late on
Friday. “Our company has been awarded
the concrete flatwork contract on a large
project, we’re starting work a week from
Monday, and we’re required to have
ACI-certified Concrete Flatwork Finishers
on the job. Can you get our finishers
certified?”
“I may be able to get them tested,
but getting them certified is up to
them and you,” is my standard reply.
Then I explain the steps required to
set up an exam: seeing to the work
experience submittal and verification
process; securing an appropriate date,
time, and venue for the exam; ordering,
administering, and returning exams;
then waiting for ACI to process the
exams, verify the work experience, and
distribute results and credentials (if
earned).
Completing the entire process in 10
days is not realistic. At this point, the
contractor is angry and frustrated, and

complaining about being required to
have the finishers certified when, “All my
finishers have been finishing concrete for
20 years and we never have a problem.
This certification is silly!”
To prepare the finishers for the exam,
I advise them to obtain the ACI CP10 Craftsman Certification Workbook
available in Spanish or English and
distribute them to the finishers to read
before they take the exam. It may have
been quite a while since some of these
finishers have taken an exam, so I
recommend that they attend a review
class where an instructor can cover the
material in the workbook, help them
highlight major points, explain some
of the more difficult steps involved in
finishing concrete, and answer any
questions that the finishers might have.
Unfortunately, usually the response
from the contractor is, “I don’t have time
for my finishers to take a class! After
all, they’ve been finishing concrete for
20 years…just come and give them the
exam!” Since training/education is not
required for ACI Certification, I agree to
administer the test only.
On the day of the exam, the finishers
come in after a hard day’s work. Most
have not reviewed the Workbook because
they received them too late or not at all,
did not feel the need to prepare, or simply
did not have the time. Most are nervous
and some even resentful that they are
being tested by an examiner they don’t
know, from an organization that is not
local and is going to assess whether or
not they are qualified to finish concrete.
Many finishers tested under conditions
such as this are not successful in
passing the written certification exam.

Lost opportunity
As an examiner, I see this approach to
Concrete Flatwork Finisher certification
as a lost opportunity and even
counterproductive. In not providing the
finishers with an adequate opportunity
to properly prepare for the exam, the
contractor may have set the stage for
the finishers to become demoralized and
convinced that their knowledge and skills
are inadequate.
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A better approach is to view it as an
opportunity to build some camaraderie
and teamwork by getting the finishers
together, reviewing the workbook,
and taking time to discuss what is
required to produce a quality project.
I recently worked with a contractor
that used the ACI Concrete Flatwork
Finisher certification as an educational
process. He bought ACI Workbooks for
his finishers, estimators, and project
managers. He scheduled one-hour
classes once per week over the course of
six weeks. His rationale is that everyone
in the company needs to know what is
necessary to produce a quality concrete
project. While his employees’ success rate
was high, even those who failed learned
a lot and are better employees as a result
of the classes and exam.
Taking the time to educate finishers
and non-finisher employees about

concrete is a win–win for everyone
involved. The ACI Concrete Flatwork
Finisher certification demonstrates they
understand the process of handling and
placing concrete properly. I encourage
contractors to view certification as an
opportunity to educate their employees
and not just a hurdle to meet a project
requirement. CC
For more information on ACI Concrete
Flatwork Finisher Certification, visit
ACICertification.org, or telephone
248-848-3790.

